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ABSTRACT. Let A be a real continuous n x n matrix on an inter-

val T, and let the n-vector x be a solution of the differential equation x =

Ax on  T.   If  [a, ß) ET,  ß is called a conjugate point of a if the equation

has a nontrivial solution vector x = (xj.xn) such that x,(a) = ... = xk(a) =

xk+l(ß) = - = xn(ß) = 0 for some k e [ 1, n - 1 ].

It is shown that the absence on  (ij, t2) of a point conjugate to  fj

with respect to the equation x' = Ax is equivalent to the existence on  (f., f,)

of a continuous matrix solution L  of the nonlinear differential equation

L' = [LA*L~  ]TrL  with the initial condition L(t¡) = I,  where   [B]t0  denotes

the matrix obtained from the  n X n  matrix B by replacing the elements on

and above the main diagonal by zeros.   This nonlinear equation—which may

be regarded as a generalization of the Riccati equation, to which it reduces

for n = 2—can be used to derive criteria for the presence or absence of con-

jugate points on a given interval.

Let A = Ait) be a continuous real-valued n x n  matrix on a real inter-

val T. We consider the differential equation

(1) x' = Ax,

whose solutions are n-dimensional vector functions x(r), and the associated

equation

(2)* X'=AX,
whose solutions are « x n matrices X(f).  In both cases we shall consider only

real solutions. If tv t2 G Y, the point t2 will be said to be a (right) con-

jugate point of f j  with respect to equation (1) or (2) if (1) has a nontrivial

solution vector x = (Xj, • • •, xn) such that, for some k E [1, n — 1], x1it1)

= • • • = xfc(fj) = xk+1it2) = • • • = xnit2) = 0.  A similar definition can be given

for a left conjugate point, but it will not be necessary for our purposes, and we

shall therefore use the term "conjugate point" to refer to the right conjugate

point just defined.

We quote here some well-known elementary facts concerning equations
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(1) and (2). A solution matrix X  of (2) which is nonsingular at one point of

T is nonsingular for all t G T; such a solution is called a fundamental solution

of (2). If X is fundamental, all other solutions of (2) are of the form XC,

where C is a constant rhatrix. The general solution of the vector-matrix equa-

tion (1) is of the form x = Xa, where   X is a fundamental solution of (2)

and a is a constant vector of dimension «.

Our principal concern is the derivation of criteria for the presence or

absence of conjugate points associated with equations of the form (1) or (2).

We shall find that in the consideration of these questions a basic role is played

by the class of nonsingular lower triangular matrices, i.e., matrices

(skI)k ¡~x    „  such that skk <£ 0 and sk¡ = 0 if k < I.  The class of these

matrices will be denoted by t. To indicate that a matrix L is nonsingular and

upper triangular, we write either L* G r (where L* is the transpose of L)

or L G t*. The symbol t0 will be used for the class of lower triangular ma-

trices whose main diagonal terms are all zero. The "lower triangular part" of

a general matrix 5 (i.e., the matrix obtained from 5 if the terms skl (k < I)

are replaced by zeros) will be denoted by  [5] T. If, in addition, the elements

sklc are replaced by zeros, we obtain the matrix  [S]TQ.

We shall use the symbol Nk (1 < k < n - 1) for the class of vectors

a = (ax, • • •, an) for which ax = a2 = • ■ • = ak = 0, and the symbol N'k

for the class of vectors a with an_k+x = an_k+2 - ■ • • = an = 0. Clearly,5a GNk if

aGNk and 5 G t; similarly, S*a GNk is a consequence of aGN'k and

S Gt. We also note that if, for any k G [I, « — 1], a G Nk and a GNn_k,

a is necessarily the zero vector.

We now state our basic lemmas.

Lemma I. The point t2 (tx < t2) is not a conjugate point of tx  with

respect to equation (1) if and only if there exists a solution X of (2) such that

X(tx) G t and X(t2) G t*.

Lemma n.   The interval (tx, t3) does not contain a conjugate point of

tx with respect to equation (1) if and only if (2) has a solution matrix of the

form
(3) X = L*S,       L.SGt,

where the matrices L, 5 are differentiable on (tx, t3), and L*(tx) = 7 (the

unit matrix).

We first prove the "if part of these statements.  Suppose t2 is conjugate

to tx, i.e., suppose there exists a nontrivial solution x of (1) such that, for

some k G [1,« - 1], x(tx)GNk and x(t2)GNn_k.  Since x = Xa, where

X is a fundamental solution of (2) and a is a constant vector, we have

X~l(tx)x(tx) = X~l(t2)x(t2).   We apply this to the solution X described
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in Lemma I (which is fundamental because of Xitt) G t) and note that, under

the assumptions of Lemma I, X~1it1)Er, X~1it2)Er*.  Since X_1(fiWri)

G Nk   and  X~lit2)x(t2) E A^_fc) it follows that   X~1(t1)x(tl) must

be the zero vector.  But this implies xifj) = 0, i.e., x is the trivial solution

x = 0, contrary to our assumption. The conditions on X in Lemma I are thus

sufficient to prevent f2  from being a conjugate point of 11.

The corresponding assertion in Lemma II is an immediate consequence of

this.  If t2 is a point in (tv f3), we replace X by the fundamental solution

Y = XS'^tJ and note that, by (3) and the assumption L*{tt) = I, YitJ E

t and Yit2)Er*. Thus, by Lemma I, t2 cannot be conjugate to fr

To prove the "only if" part in Lemma I, suppose that t2 is not con-

jugate to fj, and let x be a nontrivial solution of (1) for which x(fj) GiVfc,

where k may be any integer in  [1, n — 1].  If X is a fundamental solution

of (2) for which x(fj)GT, we then have Z_1(f1)x(f1) G Nk and  therefore,

because of AT_1(f)x(f) = a = const, x(f2) = X(f2)a, where a G Nk

and the components afc+1, afe+2, • • •, a„  of a may be given arbitrary values

by imposing suitable unitial conditions on the components xk+1, xk+1, • • •,

xn of x. We assert that the (« - k) x (k - k) submatrix of Xit2) in the

lower right-hand corner must be nonsingular.  If this were not true, there would

exist a nontrivial set ak+1, • • •, a„  such that the last n - k components of

x(f2) = Xit2)u are all zero, i.e., t2 would be conjugate to fj, contrary to our

assumption.  Since k may be any integer in  [1, n - 1], this argument shows

that if f2 is not conjugate to t1  all the square submatrices of Xit2) which

contain the element in the lower right-hand corner of Xit2) must be nonsingu-

lar.  By a well-known result (e.g. [1, p. 35] ), this implies that X(f2) may be

written in the form L*S, where L, S Et.

Since Yit) = Xit)S-1  is a solution of (2) for which Yit^Er and

Yit2) E r*, this completes the proof of Lemma I.  To show that the decompo-

sition Xit) = £*(f)5(f) (where f may now be identified with any point in

(fj, f3)) also leads to the proof of Lemma II, we note that this decomposition

can be made unique by the requirement that all the elements in the main diag-

onal of £(f) be equal to 1.  If this is done, the elements of £(f) and Sit)

can be expressed rationally in terms of the elements of Xit)  [1, p. 38].  Since

the denominators appearing in these expressions are the determinants

\XVß\vs=k+l.„ ik = 1, ■••,«- 1), which were just shown not to vanish

on (fp f3), the differentiability of the elements of £ and 5 follows from

that of the elements of X. This concludes the proof of Lemma II.

2.  Our next result shows that the absence, on an interval (f1( t2), of a

point conjugate to tl with respect to equation (1) is equivalent to the fact

that a certain nonlinear differential equation has a continuous solution on
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[tx, t2). The statement of the theorem uses the symbol  [ • ]TQ which, as

indicated above, is defined as follows: If B is a matrix (bkm)k m = x     n,

then C= [B]TQ is the matrix (ckm) for which ckm -bkm  for m<k and

ckm =0 for m> k.

Theorem I. In order that the interval (tx, t2) contain no point con-

jugate to tx with respect to equation (1), it is necessary and sufficient that

the solution of the nonlinear differential equation

(4) L'= [LA*L~l]ToL

with the initial condition L(tx) = I be continuous on (tx, t2).

We note that, if it exists, a continuous solution of (4) is necessarily of

the form L = I + L0, where L0 G r0.  Indeed, since L is a solution of the

linear equation L'= RL where the matrix R = [LA*L~1]T    is in t0, we

have L = limm_>00Z,m, where

¿« + i =I+j' RLnds, Lx = 1.

Since RLm Gt0 if R G r0 and Lm G t, this shows that Lm + X - IGt0

for all m, and the assertion follows.

Accordingly, the matrix L has only V¿n(n - 1) nontrivial elements, and

equation (1) may therefore be tested for the absence of a conjugate point to

tx in an interval (tx, t2) by solving a system of #«(« - 1) nonlinear differ-

ential equations.  For n = 2, only one equation has to be solved.  As we shall

see, this is precisely the classical Riccati equation associated with the 2x2

system of linear equations. The system (4) may thus be regarded as a general-

ization of the Riccati equation to the case of an « x « matrix.  The nature

of the nonlinearities appearing in (4) is described in the following statement.

If Lik (i > k) are the nontrivid elements of the solution matrix L in (4),

equation (4) is equivalent to a system

(5) 4  =Fik(Lrs),

where the Fik are polynomials of degree not higher than « in the variables

Lrs ('>*)•

To prove Theorem I we note that by Lemma II the absence of a conjugate

point to fj  in (tx, t2) is equivalent to the existence on  [tx, t2) of a solu-

tion X of (2) which admits of a decomposition X = L*S, where L, S G r,

L(tx) = I, and L, S are differentiable on  [tx, t2). As pointed out above, we

may also assume that, throughout  [tx, t2), all the elements in the main diagonal

of L are equal to  1.  Substituting this representation of X in (2), we have
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£*'5 + £*5'=yl£*5, and thus £*"1£*' + S'S'1 =L*~lAL* or, equiva-

lently,

(6) £'£-' +S*~1S*' =LA*L~1.

Since SEt, we have S^^^Et* and therefore  [5*-15*']TQ = 0.  From

L - IEt0  it follows that £'£_ ' G r0  and therefore   [£X~' ] TQ = £'£" '.

Accordingly, an application of the operation  [ • ]TQ to (6) leads to £'£_1 =

[£,4*£-1]To, and this is equivalent to (4).

To prove that the functions Fik in (5) are polynomials of degree not

exceeding n, we observe that £„ = 0 if £0 G t0.  Thus, since LQ=I - L G

r0, £-' =(/-£0)-1 =/ + £0 + ---+Ln0~1, and we have

LA*L~l = (/ - L0)A*iI + L0 + •■■ + Ln0-1).

This shows that the elements of £yl*£_1-and therefore also the elements

of [£j4*£-1]To-are polynomials of degree <n in the elements of £0.

By (4), the functions Flk in (5) are thus polynomials of degree < n + 1  in

the elements of £0. The fact that the degree n + 1  is excluded is a conse-

quence of the identity

M*^-1]To£=£0^*£->,

which may be established in the following manner.  Since L0Et0, all elements

of the matrix £q_1 , except the one in the lower left corner, are zero.  As a

result, the only nonzero elements of A*Ln)~1  appear in the first column, and

we thus have A*LnQ~l E t. This implies that £0^*£2_1 G t0, i.e.,

[£0^*£S-1]T0=M*^~1. Hence,

[L^L^^L = L^Ll-'U - £0) = V*£S_1.
as asserted.

We illustrate the use of Theorem I by two" examples. The first is the case

n = 2, in which the matrix £ = (L¡k)¡fc=1 2 has the elements Lll = £22 = 1,

£12 = 0, £21 =p, where p is a differentiable function of t. If aik are the

elements of the coefficient matrix A, a computation shows that the element

appearing in the lower left corner of [£4*£-1]To is iail - a22)p + al2 -

a2lp2. Hence, (4) leads to the Riccati equation

(V) P =ai2+iaii -a22) p-a2lp2.

By Theorem I, the interval (tv t2) will be free of points conjugate to tt

with respect to the equation x' = Ax if and only if the solution of (7) deter-

mined by Pitt) = 0 remains continuous in (fls f2). We also note that this

example confirms the assertion, made above, that (4) reduces to the classical

Riccati equation in the case n = 2.

Our next example concerns the case n = 3. To keep the formalism sim-

ple, we confine ourselves to a 3x3 system x' =Ax which corresponds to
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the third-order linear differential equation

(8) u"' + p(t)u = 0,
where p is continuous on the interval considered. If we identify x, in the

customary manner, with the vector (u, u, u"), the nonzero elements aik of

the matrix A are aX2 = 1, a23 = 1, a3x = - p. If we denote the non-

trivial elements of L (i.e., the elements below the main diagonal) by L2X = p,

¿3i = a, L32 = t, a computation shows that the nonzero elements of the

matrix B = [LA*L~1]T(j are B2X = 1 - pp(pr -a), B3X = r - p -

pa(pT — a), B32 = 1 + par. Accordingly, (4) is found to be equivalent to the

system of equations

(9) p' = 1 — pp(ßT -a),       a' = t + pa2,       t = 1 + par.

These equations can be cast into a more symmetric form by introducing a

redundant fourth function.  If we set <¿> = pr — a, it follows from (9) that

tp' + p<p2 = p. Accordingly, (9) is found to be equivalent to the system of four

equations

(10a) a' = T + pa2, t = 1 + par,

(10b) <p' = p-p<p2, p' = 1 - pp<p

and the relation <¿> = pr - a.

By Theorem I, the nonexistence of a point r3 G (tx, t2) such that equa-

tion (8) has a solution u with u(tx) = u'(tx) = u"(t2) = 0 or u(tx) = u(t2) =

u"(t2) = 0 is equivalent to the existence of solutions a, r, p, y of (10) which

satisfy a(tx) = r(tx) = p(tx) = ip(tx) = 0 and are continuous on  [tx, t2).

We remark that in an interval (tx, t2) in which they are continuous,

these functions are necessarily positive.  In the case of r and p this follows

the fact that t' = p' = 1  at tx, which implies that t > 0 and p > 0 in a

right neighborhood of tx. At a first zero of r (or p) in (tx, t2) we would

have t < 0 (or p < 0) which conflicts with the fact that, by (10), t = 1

(or p' = 1) at such a point. In the case of o and <p we have o'(tx) = f'(tx) =

0, and (10) shows that (t - r0)_1T(i) and (r-r0)~V0 tend to 1 if

t —* t0 from the right, so that a and <p are again positive in a right neighbor-

hood of tx. At a first zero of these functions in (tx, t2) we have, by (10),

o' = t and <p' = p, respectively.  Since p>0 and r > 0 in (tx,t2), we

obtain the same contradiction as before.

In the case in which the coefficient function p is of constant sign, the

positivity of the functions t, a, p, i/j leads to a considerable simplification. If

p>0, it follows from the equations (10b) that </ < p, p' < 1, and thus

0<p<r, 0<i^<1/dr2, as long as p and (¿> are defined. We may therefore

conclude from the existence theorem that the differential equations (10b) (with
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the initial conditions p(t^ - ^(fj) = 0) have a unique and continuous pair of

solutions p, \p as long as p remains continuous.  Hence, these equations may

be disregarded, and our necessary and sufficient condition for the absence in

(fj, f2) of a point conjugate to tx  reduces to the existence in  [f,, f2) of a

continuous solution of the system (10a) with the initial conditions o(f,) =

r(fj) = 0. In the case p < 0 we have a similar result, with (10a) replaced

by (10b).

We note that the two equations (10a) are equivalent to equation (8).  In-

deed if we set exp[— f^pods] =R, the equations (10a) take the form iRo)'

= Rt, ÍRt)'=R. With u=Ro, we have therefore u'=Rt, u" = R. Since

R' = — poR = - pu, we thus find that u satisfies equation (8).  Similarly, the

equations (10b) are equivalent to the equation v" - pv = 0.

The classical Riccati equation is a convenient point of departure for the

derivation of oscillation criteria for the associated second-order linear equation.

The "Riccati system" (10a) can be made to play a similar role in the oscillation

theory of equation (8). To illustrate the possibilities, we consider the case p >

0 and the interval  [0, °°). It is known [2] that in this case a conjugate point

f0 of 0 (in the sense defined above) is necessarily associated with a solution

of (8) for which «(0) = u'iO) = u"it0) = 0; moreover, the absence on  [0, °°)

of a point conjugate to 0 is equivalent to the disconjugacy of the equation in

the sense of Wintner [2], i.e., to the fact that no nontrivial solution of (8) can

have more than two zeros on  [0, °°).

If we set T=o¡t, it follows from (10a) that T = 1 - 7Y_1.  Since, by

the second equation (10a), t > t we have T > 1 - Tt~l, i.e., (tT)' > t,

and thus T > W.  On the other hand, T < 1, and therefore (because of 7/(0) =

0), T<t. Applying these inequalities to the second equation (10a), we obtain

1 + lâptT2 <T<l+ptT2. If we set t = wiw')-1, where w(0) = 0, w'(0) > 0,

these inequalities take the form w" + lAptw < 0 < w" 4- ptw, and the continuity

of t (and, because of 0 < a < t, also the continuity of a) is equivalent to w ¥= 0.

Elementary comparison arguments (cf., e.g., [15] ) show that the existence of such

a function w implies the existence of a solution U of U" + lAptU= 0 with i/(0)

= 0, if # 0, and is implied by the existence of a solution V of V" + ptV=0

with F(0) = 0, V' =£ 0 (both on the interval [0,00)). Since the existence of these

solutions is equivalent to the disconjugacy of these equations on [0, °°) [15],

this leads to the following result.

In order that equation (8) (with p > 0) be disconjugate on [0, °°), if is

necessary that U" + lApíU = 0 be disconjugate on [0, °°) and sufficient that U" +

ptU= 0 be disconjugate on this interval.

3. Let T(t) be a differentiable matrix function on [tv t2] such that
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T(tx) G t and T(t2) G r*, and let Y =A x Y be the differential equation solved

by Y = TX, where X is the solution of (2) described in Lemma I. It is evident

from Lemma I that t2 will not be a conjugate point of tx with respect to the

transformed equation if the same is true of equation (2), and vice versa. Since

A1=(TI + TA)T~*, Lemma I has the following consequence.

Lemma III. In order that t2 be not a conjugate point of tx with respect

to equation (2), it is necessary and sufficient that the same be true for the equa-

tion

Y'=AXY,       AX=(T + TA)T~X,

where T is any nonsingular matrix which is differentiable on [tx, t2] and satis-

fies the conditions T(tx)Gr, T(t2)GT*.

A similar conclusion may be drawn from Lemma II.  If X is the solution

described in Lemma II and R is a matrix which is differentiable and G r on

[tx,t2]   and reduces to the unit matrix at tx, the matrix Y = R*X = R*L*S

satisfies all the conditions imposed on X in Lemma II, and we have the following

result.

Lemma IV. In order that the interval (tx, t2]  should not contain a con-

jugate point of tx with respect to equation (2), it is necessary and sufficient

that the same be true for the equation

(11) Y' = A2Y,       A2=(R*' +R*A)R*-\

where R is any matrix of r which is differentiable on   [tx, t2]  and such

that R(tx)=I.

These lemmas show that any condition on the coefficient matrix A which

guarantees the existence or nonexistence of conjugate points can be replaced by

the same condition on the matrices Ax  or A2, as the case may be.  Since the

latter matrices depend on arbitrary triangular matrices, this leads to conditions

of considerable generality. We shall illustrate this remark in the case of the

condition

(12) /;2IL4II^<|,

which guarantees that the interval (tx, t2]   does not contain a point conjugate

to tx  with respect to equation (2)  [6], [10]. Here,  11*11 denotes the matrix

norm induced by the euclidean vector norm.  (Conditions employing other

norms can be found in [11], [13].) We also note that the constant 7r/2 in

(12) is the largest possible;  in fact, the stated consequence does not follow if

the sign of equality is admitted in (12)  [10].

To make this paper self-contained, we give here a very simple derivation

of condition (12). Introducing the variable s = s(t) = f¡ \\A Wdt and writing
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x for dx/ds, we obtain from (1)

IL4II lbcll= llx'li= lUxll < Uli feel,

and thus  IbcII < llxll. With x = (xx, • • •, xn) it follows that

¿ ÍJ""*2 ds -fx\ als]   < 0,       a = s(t3),       t3 G (tx, t2],

and we may therefore conclude that there exists a component xk for which

(n) j:«*<j>î*

If t3 is conjugate to tx, there exists a solution x such that each of its com-

ponents vanishes at either tx  or t3, and we may therefore assume that the

function xk = xk(s) is such that either xk(0) = 0 or xk(a) = 0.  On the

other hand, it is well known (cf., e.g., [3]) that a function with these prop-

erties is subject to the inequality  ffolds < ffölds, provided a<n/2. Since

this contradicts (13), it follows that t3 cannot be conjugate to tx  if 7t/2 > a

= s(t3) = f 2 \\A Wdt. Hence, (12) guarantees that no point in (tx, t2]   is con-

jugate to tx.

Combining condition (12) with Lemmas III and IV, we obtain the follow-

ing two results.

Theorem II. If there exists a differentiable nonsingular matrix T on

[tx, t2]  such that T(tx) G r, T(t2) G t* and f\\ 11(7/ + TA)TX Wdt < n/2,

then t2 cannot be a conjugate point to tx  with respect to equation (2).

Theorem HI. If there exists a differentiable matrix RGt on   [tx, t2]

such that R(tx)=I and

(14) Ç2\\R-\R' +A*R)Wdt<^,

then the interval (tx, t2]  does not contain a point conjugate to tx with re-

spect to equation (2).

Every choice of a matrix T or R with the requisite properties thus

leads to an explicit criterion. In the case « = 2, the situation is particularly

favorable. As the following statement shows, in this case all possible discon-

jugacy criteria can be obtained in this way. We confine ourselves here to the

situation covered by Theorem II; the corresponding assertion related to The-

orem I follows as a corollary.

Theorem IV. Let A = (aik) be a 2x2 continuous matrix such that

a2X =£ 0 on  [tx, t2]. In order that the interval (tx, t2]  contain no point

conjugate to tx  with respect to equation (2) it is necessary and sufficient that
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there exist a differentiable 2x2 matrix REt which satisfies the inequality

(14) and the initial condition R(tl)=I.

All we have to show is that if a2l # 0 and the interval (tv t2]   con-

tains no point conjugate to fj, there exists a matrix REt such that 7?(fj) =

7 and (14) is true. To do so, we denote by X the solution of (2) determined

by the initial condition X(t¡) = I and apply the Schmidt decomposition (cf.,

e.g., [16, p. 96]) to the matrix X*~x. We obtain X*'1 = RQ, where R E

t (since X*~l  is nonsingular) and Q is an orthogonal matrix.  If the diagonal

elements of R are taken positive, both R and Q are uniquely determined

(and are differentiable since X is differentiable).  From the fact that RQ = I

at tl  it follows that R =1 at tl. Indeed, we have I = (RQ)(RQ)* = RR*,

i.e., R =R*~l. Since REt, i?*-1 Et*, this implies that R  is a diagonal

matrix. But I = RR* = R2, and the diagonal elements of R are positive.

Hence, X*"1 =RQ, with R(tl)=I.   Solving for   Q (and using the fact that

Q* = Q~1), we have Q = R*X and therefore

q'q-i m (R*' + R*A)R*~* - A2,

where A2 is the matrix (11). Hence, by Lemma IV, the absence in (tl, t2]

of a point conjugate to t1  with respect to equation (2) is equivalent to the

same property with respect to the equation

05) Q'=A2Q.
Since Q is orthogonal, we have

A2+A* = Q'Q-1 + (Q'Q-1)* = Q'Q* + QQ*' = (QQ*)' = 0.

Thus, the coefficient matrix A2 in (11) is skew-symmetric.

We remark that this property of A2 leads to a differential equation for

the triangular matrix R. Since A2 may be written in the form 5* - 5, where

5Gt0, we have, by (11), R~l(R' +A*R) = S -S*. Applying successively

the operations  [ ]r and  [ ]r»  and noting that  [R~lR']T =R~1R', we

obtain R-*R' + [R~1A*R]T = 5 and  [R~1A*R]T^ = - 5*.  Eliminating 5,

we find that R is the solution of the differential equation

(16) R' = -R{[R~1A*R]T + ([R-*A*R] .)*}

determined by the initial condition R(tj) = I.  It may be noted that although

this equation is not linear, the solution R is—because of its definition by means

of the Schmidt decomposition-necessarily continuous throughout the interval

of continuity of A.

If n = 2, the skew-symmetric matrix A2 = (bik) has the elements Z>n =

b22 ■ 0, bl2 = <f>, b2l = — y, where ip is a continuous scalar function on

[fj, f2]. The solution x = (xt, x2) of the vector-matrix equation associated

with (15) for which x(t¡) = (0, 1) is
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=   Isin f  <pds,   cos f  ipds\ ,

and this shows that the conjugate point of tx is the point t3 (t3 > tx) for

which ft fipds = 7r/2. Since IL42II = M, the absence on (tx, t2] of a point

conjugate to tx will therefore imply f\2 \\A2 Ids < n\2 (i.e., because of (11),

the inequality (14)), provided <p is of constant sign. Accordingly, Theorem IV

will be proved if we can show that <p + 0 on [tx, t2] if the element a2X of

A does not vanish on this interval. Using (11) and the special form of A2 in

our case, we have

o \    (ru   0

^21       R22j \^2\      Ä22

Comparing the elements in the upper right corner, we obtain a2XR22 = - <fRlv

Since R G r, we have Rx x, R22 =£ 0, and </> ^ 0 is thus a consequence of the

assumption a2X =/= 0. This completes the proof of Theorem IV.

To illustrate the nature of the formalism involved in the nonlinear equation

(16), we compute R in the case of a 2x2 system corresponding to the sec-

ond-order equation y" + py = 0, p > 0. With the coefficient matrix (aik),

where axx =a22 = 0, ax2 = 1, a2X = - p, and the abbreviations Rxx = p,

R2X = a, R22= T, (16) is found to lead to the system of differential equa-

tions
>    PJ2 •-   P°T(17) p' = pa,       a=tLj-p,       r -- —.

The first and third equations lead to (pr)' = 0 and therefore, because of

R(tx ) = I, to pr = 1.  Using this, and eliminating t and a, we find that p

must be a solution of (p'lp)' + p =p/p3.  Now it is easily confirmed that the

general solution of this equation is of the form p = (u2 + v2)Vl, where u and

v are two linearly independent solutions of the linear differential equation

(18) (w'lp)' + w = 0

which are normalized by the condition vu - uv =p (the fact that vu - uv

= ap, a constant, follows from Abel's identity).  It may be noted that, be-

cause p = (u2 + v2)'/2 > 0, the solutions p, a, r of (17) are continuous if p

is continuous, as expected. (16) also shows that  (¿> = pp~2.  Since vu' - uv =

p, we therefore have

= p_=_e_      (»/")'
P2      u2+v2       l+(ulv)2

and thus

(19) j 2*pds =    arctan ¡M 2 •
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Since u, v are solutions of (18), the functions U = u'p~1, V = v'p~1  are

solutions of the original equation y" + py = 0, which are normalized by the

condition  Vlf - UV' =1, and (19) may be replaced by

(20) fads=   [arctan £T2 ■

If we define U, V by the initial conditions i/(f,) = 0, lf(t{) = 1,  V(t¡) = 1,

K'(fj) = 0, we have  V' < 0 in a right neighborhood of tx, and therefore

lfiV~x) —> — °° if t —► fj  from the right.  Since the conjugate point f2

of fj  is the first zero of if, the integral (20) has the value 7i/2; because

of ip > 0, its value is < 7r/2 if its upper limit is a point in (tv t2).

A. In the case in which A is the companion matrix associated with an

nth order differential equation

(21) /n) +P„_/""1) + ■■■+py = 0,

a conjugate point f2 of fj with respect to the equation x' =Ax is characterized

by the existence of a nontrivial solution y of (21 ) for which y(tl)=y'(ti) = ■•• =

y(k~1)(t1)=yw(t2) = ---=y(n-l)(t2) = 0, where kE[l,n-l]. In the ter-

minology used in the theory of equation (21), such a point is called a focal point, and

the term "conjugate point" is reserved for a point t2 such that (21) has a nontrival

solution j> with y(tl)=y'(tl) = ---=yVc-i\tl)=y(t2)=y'(t2)=-=y(n-k-1\t2)

= 0 [4], [5], [7], [8], [9], [14]. In the corresponding vector-matrix equation

x' =Ax, the latter type of point is characterized by the existence of a nontrivial

solution x = (xlt ••• ,xn) suchthat xl(t1) = x2(t1) = ••■ = xk(t1) = 0, x1(t2) =

x2(t2) = ---=xn_k(t2) = 0, kE [l,n - 1]. To avoid confusion we shall call a

point of this type a "conjugate point of the second kind" with respect to equation

(1). While this concept is of particular interest in the case in which the coefficient

matrix A is the companion matrix of an equation (21), it can be applied to the

general equation (1).

The following result shows that the absence of a conjugate point of the

second kind is equivalent to the possibility of decomposing a certain fundamental

solution matrix X of (2) into a product to two triangular matrices. The situation

is similar to that described in Lemma II, but there are two significant differences:

The order of the two triangular matrices is reversed, and the solution X now has

a different initial value.

Lemma V. Let E = (Eik) be the n xn matrix whose only nonvanishing

elements are Ek n + j _k = 1, k = 1, • • •, n. In order that the interval (tv t3) be

free of conjugate points of the second kind t2(tt) with respect to equation (1),

it is necessary and sufficient that the solution X of(2)with the initial value X(tJ
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=E have a representation

(22) X = LS*,       L,  SGt,

where the matrices L, S are differentiable on (tx, t2).

The representation (22) can be made unique by requiring, for example, that

the elements in the main diagonal of L be all equal to 1.

The exclusion of the point tx from the interval of differentiability—and,

indeed, continuity—of L and 5 is unavoidable. If these matrices were continuous

on [tv t2), it would follow from L(tx)S*(t2) = E that both L(tx) and S(tx)

are nonsingular (and thus Gr), and therefore L(tx) = ES*~1(tl). Since the ele-

ments of ES*~ * above the secondary diagonal are all zero, this would imply that

the elements of L(tx ) along the upper half of the main diagonal are all zero, and

this is incompatible with L(tx)Gr. The matrix functions L(t) and S(t) may

thus be expected to exhibit singular behavior (singular in the analytic, not the

algebraic, sense) as t —► tx  from the right.  The nature of this singular be-

havior will be discussed later.

We now turn to the proof of Lemma V. Suppose the point t2 - t2(tx) is a

conjugate point of the second kind, i.e.-in the terminology used in the proof of

Lemma II-suppose there exists a nontrivial solution x of (1) such that, for some

kG[\,n - 1], x(tx)GNk and x(t2)GNn_k. Let X be the solution of (2) for

which X(tx) = E, and suppose that X has the representation (22). Since X is a

fundamental solution, we have x =Xa, where a is a constant vector, and there-

fore

E~lx(tx) = AT HttHh) = X'HtMh) = 5*-1(/2)£-1(/2)*(r2),

or (because of E~l =E)

(23) S*(t2)Ex(tx)=L-\t2)x(t2).

Since x(t2)GNn_k and L~1(t2)GT, the right-hand side of (23) is also a vector

of class Nn_k. On the other hand, multiplication of a vector by the matrix E

reverses the order of its components, and it follows from x(tx )GNk that

Ex(tx)GN'k. Because of S*(t2) G r*, the left-hand side of (23) is thus found to

be a vector of the class Nk. As remarked earlier, the only vector ß for which

both ß GN'k and ß GNn_k is the zero vector. Thus, both sides of (23) are zero.

Since both S*(t2) and E are nonsingular, it follows that x(tx) = 0, i.e., x is the

trivial solution of (1), contrary to our assumption. This shows that conjugate

points of the second kind cannot occur if the solution X has the representation (22).

To prove the converse, suppose that t2 is not a conjugate point of the second

kind (of tx), and let x be a nontrivial solution of (1) for which x(tx) GNk, where

k may be any integer in [1,« - 1]. If X is the solution of (1) for which X(tx) =

E, wethenhave X~l(tx)x(t1) = Ex(tx)GNk. Since I_1(i>c(f) = a = const, it
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follows that x(t2) = X(t2)a, where aENk and the components at, o2> • • •,

an-k-1 0I" û may be given arbitrary values by imposing suitable initial condi-

tions on the components xk+1, xk+2, • • • ,xn of x. By assumption, x(t2)Ö

Nn_k for all nontrivial choices of at, • • •, a„_fe_ j, and this implies that the

(n - k) x (n — k) submatrix of X(t2) in the upper left corner is nonsingular.

Since k may be any integer in [1, n — 1], all square submatrices of X(t2) which

contain the element in the upper left corner of X(t2) are thus found to be non-

singular, and it follows by the result quoted above that X(t2)=£5*, where

£, 5 G r. If this decomposition is made unique by setting the elements in the main

diagonal of £ equal to 1, the differentiability of £ and 5 becomes a consequence

of the differentiability of X (cf. the proof of Lemma II). This completes the proof

of Lemma V.

We now apply to (22) a procedure similar to that which led from the decom-

position^) to the differential equation (4). Since, by (22) and (2), L'S* + £5*' =

ALS*, we have

(24) L-lL' + S*'S*-x=L-*AL.

Applying to this the operation [ ]TQ, we obtain [£""1£']ro = [L~1AL]T(). If

£ is normalized so that all the elements in its main diagonal are 1, we clearly have

£'Gt0 and therefore £_1£'Gt0. Thus, [£_1£']T0 =£~1£', and the differ-

ential equation for £ simplifies to

(25) £'=£[£-^£]To.

A comparison with (4) shows that, though of similar build, this equation is es-

sentially different from (4). The equations also differ in the initial conditions to

be satisfied by the solution £. In the case of equation (4), all nontrivial elements

of £ had the initial value 0. In the case of (25), the situation is more complicated

since, as pointed out above, some of the elements of £ must become singular as

t -> f j from the right.

By way of illustration, we consider the case of a 2x2 matrix A = (aik).

Clearly, the only nontrivial element of £ is now £2 j, and a short computation

shows that (25) is in this case equivalent to the Riccati equation

(26) R'=a2l+(a22-ail)R-a12R2

for R =£2 j. (It may be noted that (26) transforms into (7) under the substitu-

tion R~* =p.) To find the initial conditions to be satisfied by R we note that,

for small values of e = f - f j,

r*
L(t)S*(t) = X(t) = E +     A(s)E ds + 0(e2).

Denoting the elements of 5 by Sik, we obtain
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Sxx -»J*  ax2ds + 0(e2),      RSXX = 1 + j| a22ds + ¿(e2)

by equating the elements in the first column. Hence, lini^ (r- tx)R(t) = [a12(tx)]~l

(the fact that a12(tx) # 0 is a consequence of 5 G t). Our final result is therefore that

the interval (tx, t2) is free of conjugate points of the second kind if and only if

the Riccati equation (26) has a solution which is continuous in (tx, t2) and is such

that lim^f (f - tx)R(t) exists and is + 0. That this limit must have the value

[ax 2(ty)] ~   can be seen by setting R~ * = p and using equation (7).

In the further discussion of equation (25) we confine ourselves to the case

in which A is the companion matrix of the «th order differential equation

(27) yi») -p„_2v<"-2> -Pn_3y<n-3) -■■■-Pxy - v = o.

In this case (which is the one of major interest), the particular form of A leads

to a considerable simplification of the procedure for obtaining the correct initial

conditions for the solution matrix L of (25). Also, for matrices A of this type

equation (25) can be brought into a very much simpler form.

The companion matrix of equation (27) is A = A 0 + Ex, where the elements

in the bottom row of AQ are p0, pv •••, p„_2,0, and all other elements of A0

are zero; Et is the matrix (bik) whose only nonzero elements are bii+ x = 1,

i = 1, 2, •••,«- 1. We shall show that for such a matrix A equation (25) reduces to

(28) L'=AL- LEX + L(LQEl - EXL0)

where LQ = (cik) is the matrix whose only nonzero elements are cii+ x = Lii+X,

/'= 1 ,•••,« — 1 (and Lik are the elements of L). Written in terms of the Lik,

(28) is equivalent to the system

L'ik = Li+\,k ~L¡,k + l + Lik(Lk,k-l ~ ^fc + l.fc)'

(29) i,k=l,---,n-l,(LiO = 0),

Lnk=Pk-1+PkLk + l,k + ---+Pn-2Ln-l,k+Lnk(Lk,k-l-Lk + l,k)>

(¿n + l,„ = °)-

To derive (28), we observe that A0 G t0 and therefore (because of L G t)

L-1A0LGt0. Hence, [L-rAL]TQ =L~lAL - [L~lAL]T, =L~1AL -

[L-1(A0+EX)L]T*=L-1AL- [L-lExL]T*, and (25) is found to be equiv-

alent to

(30) L'=AL-L[L-XEXL]T..

We introduce here, for the moment, the notation tx for the class of matrices

(■qik) for which r?lfc = 0 if k > i - 1. Clearly, L-I-L0Gtx and, as a result,

Ex(L-I-L0)Gt0 and L~lEx(L -1 - L0)Gt0. Hence,

[L-1E1L]T, = [L-1Ex(I + L0) + L-1E1(L-I-L0)]Tt = [L-l(I + L0)]T..
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From L-IEt0, (L-I)2Et1 and L~l =/-(£-/) + ••• + (-lf-l(L-If-1

it follows that £~' - / + £0 G Tj and thus, as before, (L~l -I+L^fifiL -I-L0)

G t0. This implies that [L~lEl(I + L0)]T„ = [(I-L0)E1(14-£0)]r,. Since,

asjust shown, [£~1£1£]T. = [L~1E1(I + L0)]T,, we find that (29) reduces to

£'=^£-£[(/-£0)£1(/ + £0)]t,.

Since £0£j£0 G t0, Et E t*, and both L0El and £j£0 are diagonal matrices,

we have [(I - L0)E1(I + L0)]T*=El + ElL0-L0E1, and this establishes (28).

We also note that (24) and the identity [£-1AL]T, = [£~1£1£]T# =E1 +E1LQ

- L0El lead to the differential equation

(31) 5*' = (£1-r£1£0-£0£1)5*

for the matrix 5.

We now consider the behavior of the elements of £ as t-^ty. Since A is

the companion matrix of the equation (27), the matrix X described in Lemma V

is the "Wronskian matrix" (u\      V/fc»i     n> where u¡ is the solution of (27)

determined by the initial conditions 'u¡kJl\t1) = dik. If £<*>, 5*(fc>, Z<fc>

denote, respectively, the k x k submatrices of £, 5*, X containing the element

in the upper left corner, it follows from £ G r, 5* Gr* that £(k)5*(fc) =X(-k\

The determinant of X is the Wronskian Wk = W(u t, • • •, uk), and the determinant

of a triangular matrix is the product of its diagonal terms. Since L¡¡ = 1, we thus

have Wk = 5jXS22 ••• Skk, and therefore

(32) Skk = WkJWk_v

From equation (31) we find, on the other hand, that S'kk = (Lk+l k -Lkk_l)Skk.

Combining this with (32), we obtain

K_ =K-L
Wk    ~Lk+Uk~Wk_1   ~Lk,k-V

Since W1 =ul and, by (22), £2j =«'1(«1)_1, this shows that

(33) L**t*=w¿>   *-V:;.«-i.
Near f j, the solution uk of (27) is of the form

Uk = [in-W]-1it-tir-k + 0[it-ti)"],

and it is easy to see that this implies Wk = 0[(t - 11)fc("_fc)]. We may therefore

conclude from (33) that

(34> h+l,k=kJ^ + oii)

near f l. The singular behavior of the other nontrivial elements of £ can be ob-

tained from (34) if it is observed that, in accordance with the equations (29), the

elements Lik, k<i - 1,   can be computed from the elements Lk+1 k by means
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of differentiations, multiplications and additions, and it is easily seen that

lim^,! (t - tx)l~kLik exists for all k < i. However, the knowledge of the singu-

lar behavior of the elements Lik, k < i — 1, is not necessary in order to character-

ize the solution L of (28) in which we are interested. Because of the observation

just made, L can be obtained from the elements Lk+X k by means of elementary

processes, and it is clear that L is completely determined by the initial conditions

timt^t+(t-tx)Lk+XJc=k(n-k), k=\,---,n-\.

The following statement sums up our results.

Theorem V Let Lik, i = 1, • • •, «, k = 1, • • •, n - 1, be the (unique)

solution of the Riccati system (29) determined by the conditions

\xm     +(t - tx )Lk+x k = k(n-k), k -1 ,•••,» — 1. In order that the linear nth

order equation (27) be disconjugate on the interval [tx, t2) it is necessary and

sufficient that the Lik be continuous on (tv t2).

In fact, our argument shows that it is sufficient to require the continuity

of the Lk + X k, k~l,'",n — i. Since, according to (33), the continuity of

these functions is equivalent to the conditions Wk ¥= 0, k = 1, • • •, « - 1,

this provides a new proof of Pólya's well-known necessary and sufficient condi-

tion for disconjugacy [12].
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